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Quality of urban climate adaptation plans over time
Diana Reckien 1✉, Attila Buzasi2, Marta Olazabal 3,4, Niki-Artemis Spyridaki5, Peter Eckersley 6,7, Sofia G. Simoes 8,
Monica Salvia 9,10, Filomena Pietrapertosa 9,10, Paris Fokaides 11, Sascha M. Goonesekera12, Léa Tardieu 13,14, Mario V. Balzan15,16,
Cheryl L. de Boer1, Sonia De Gregorio Hurtado17, Efrén Feliu 18, Alexandros Flamos5, Aoife Foley19,20, Davide Geneletti 21,
Stelios Grafakos22, Oliver Heidrich23, Byron Ioannou11, Anna Krook-Riekkola 24, Marko Matosovic25, Hans Orru26,27, Kati Orru28,
Ivan Paspaldzhiev29, Klavdija Rižnar30, Magdalena Smigaj 31, Maria Szalmáné Csete 2, Vincent Viguié 14 and Anja Wejs 32,33

Defining and measuring progress in adaptation are important questions for climate adaptation science, policy, and practice. Here, we
assess the progress of urban adaptation planning in 327 European cities between 2005 and 2020 using three ‘ADAptation plan Quality
Assessment’ indices, called ADAQA-1/ 2/ 3, that combine six plan quality principles. Half of the cities have an adaptation plan and its
quality significantly increased over time. However, generally, plan quality is still low in many cities. Participation and monitoring and
evaluation are particularly weak aspects in urban adaptation policy, together with plan ‘consistency’. Consistency connects impacts and
vulnerabilities with adaptation goals, planned measures, actions, monitoring and evaluation, and participation processes. Consistency
is a key factor in the overall quality of plans. To help evaluate the quality of plans and policies and promote learning, we suggest
incorporating our ADAptation plan Quality Assessment indices into the portfolio of adaptation progress assessments and tracking
methodologies.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the Paris Agreement (PA) in 20151, there has been an
increasing focus on assessing the progress of climate change
adaptation across multiple sectors and regions2–4, including
subnational jurisdictions such as local and regional authorities5–16.
The Paris Agreement set an agenda for the Global Stocktake of
adaptation, with a view to ‘review the overall progress made in
achieving the global goal on adaptation’ (PA, art. 14d). Hence, an
important question is what ‘progress’ means and how it could be
assessed, at the international, national, and local levels. With the
first Global Stocktake due in 2023, researchers have sought to
address the issue, whilst acknowledging ‘the challenge of lacking
consensus on how adaptation at this level can be tracked’17.
Hitherto, there is a wealth of information on climate responses

at sub-national levels18. Cities and urban areas are increasingly
recognized as important actors in climate responses1,19, with the

potential to influence neighbouring as well as upper levels of
government. In urban adaptation studies, most assessments focus
on tracking and analyzing outputs, such as approved adaptation
plans, as these currently represent the majority of adaptation
activities on the ground20,21 and are often more easily comparable
and trackable22 than, e.g., impacts and outcomes. Analyzing plans
cannot tell the whole story in terms of actual progress in collective
reduction (or redistribution) of climate risks23,24. However, it can
provide information about the quality and relevance of adaptation
processes and actions (also referred to as ‘measures’ in policy and
planning literature), and help to assess the likelihood that we are
advancing adaptation goals by reducing risks and increasing
resilience in an equitable manner25,26. Scholars argue that ‘the
best method to ensuring robust adaptation is to ensure rigorous
adaptation planning processes’27. Indeed, higher quality plans
have been found to decrease the cost of disasters more than
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lower quality plans28, and to deliver on implementation25,29, while
having fewer trade-offs and more synergies with other societal
goals25. Plan quality is here defined as the strengths of plans
assumed to lead to effective implementation and reduced trade-
offs with other societal goals, i.e. avoiding ‘maladaptation’30,31,
measured by the degree of alignment with criteria of plan quality
agreed on in the scientific literature (see further down).
Empirical evaluations of adaptation planning have so far helped

to identify factors (or the lack thereof) that contribute to higher-
quality plans. For example, a large majority of planned coastal
adaptation measures worldwide are not driven by information on
current or future climate impacts or risks;14 about half of coastal
cities worldwide do not include guidance on implementation in
their plans;14 and cities in the U.S.A.26 (as well as coastal cities
worldwide22) often do not include any prioritization of adaptation
initiatives. Plans often neglect equity and justice issues, i.e. they do
not target those most in need and normally include limited
information about who is benefitting from planned adaptation
actions22,26. Empirical insights have helped to improve our knowl-
edge of the kinds of adaptation actions necessary32, as well as the
qualities of strong adaptation planning33 and the effectiveness of
specific measures34,35. These contributions are crucial when asses-
sing adaptation quality to enable adaptation learning processes.
Indeed, whether local governments are learning and improving

in their abilities to plan for adaptation over time is an important
and under-explored question. We assume that processes of
collective learning36 through parallel and sequential peer-to-
peer transfer of knowledge and capacity building and transna-
tional networks and other types of science-policy collaborations
enhance urban adaptation planning. We hypothesize that
collective learning for adaptation is taking place and that it is
critical in shaping positive adaptation policy outputs, i.e. that the
quality of adaptation plans increases over time.

To test this hypothesis, we create an index of adaptation plan
quality—the ADAptation plan Quality Assessment index ADAQA.
ADAQA is based on six well-established principles of plan quality
(1. fact base; 2. goals; 3. measures; 4. implementation; 5.
monitoring & evaluation of measures; and 6. societal participation;
see Methods Tab. 1)7,26,33,37–40. We develop three sub-indices
ADAQA-1/2/3—varying in complexity and focus—scrutinizing the
sensitivity of the index construction method (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Fig. 1). ADAQA-1 stands for depth, particularly in
relation to fact base and measures (the principles with most
response options), allocating 1 point per response option. ADAQA-
2 stands for breadth, mainly with regard to adaptation measures,
allocating one point per topic question in the assessment
questionnaire. ADAQA-3 combines the most important quality
criteria based on our expert judgement, standing for a combina-
tion of consistency and justice between risks, measures, monitor-
ing and evaluation, and participation.
We mainly show the results of the most elaborate sub-index

ADAQA-3 in the main text, and the results of the other two sub-
indices as Supplementary Information (SI). We use the index to
track and evaluate the quality of urban adaptation plans from
2005 to 2020 using a representative sample of 327 large and
medium-sized cities across the EU-28. We compare urban
adaptation plan quality evolution and draw conclusions on the
question of progress and learning for adaptation, with a special
focus on climate risk assessment, vulnerability and equity/ justice
considerations in adaptation planning.

RESULTS
Across the representative sample of 327 European cities (cities of
the former EU-28 as in Eurostat’s City statistics database, formerly
known as the Urban Audit database30,41), 167 (51%) cities have an

Fig. 1 The ‘ADAptation plan Quality Assessment’ (ADAQA) index construction rationale. ADAQA-1 is calculated by allocating one point to
each response option—representing depth and detailedness of plans, particularly concerning fact base and measures (the principles with
most response options). ADAQA-2 is calculated by allocating one point to each addressed topic/ question, representing breadth and diversity
with a focus on different sectoral measures (principle III. has the most questions). ADAQA-3 is an elaborate index reflecting the equal
importance of adaptation principles (1/6 for each principle; not reflected in the figure) and topics therein, while at the same time stressing the
need for consistency between impacts/ risks/ vulnerabilities, adaptation measures, monitoring and evaluation, and participation (a more
detailed version of the index construction rationale is shown as Supplementary Fig. 1).
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adaptation plan (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 1). Most plans
are found in the United Kingdom (UK) (30 plans), Poland and
France (22 plans each), and Germany (19 plans). A total of 53 of
these 167 cities (32%) developed it under a national, regional, or
local law that requires municipalities (sometimes above a certain
threshold of population size) to develop an urban climate
adaptation plan. At the time of plan publication (if available, the
date that features on the pdf-document; if not available, we refer
to the date of adoption, or approval by the council, or year of
enforcement start—in that order of availability), this applied to
cities in Denmark, Ireland, the UK and France. For those cities that
published multiple plans, we examined the most recent version,
given that we wished to identify whether the plans of our entire
sample were improving in quality over time.
The average score of ADAQA-3, our most detailed and

comprehensive index of plan quality, is 34 compared to a
maximum score of 100 (with a standard deviation of SD= 13.6).
This means that the average adaptation plan in European cities is
just about one-third of the total possible quality score. The
minimum of ADAQA-3 is 5.15 (Belfast) and the maximum is 65.57
(Galway). ADAQA-1 and ADAQA-2 yield an average of 22.19 and

53.06 points (scaled to a maximum of 100 points), respectively,
showing that adaptation plans reach on average one-fifth in depth
and about a half in breadth (details are provided as Supplemen-
tary Table 2).

Adaptation plan quality over time
The oldest urban adaptation plan in our sample was published in
2005 (Lincoln, UK). Since then, steadily more plans were published
with a total of 35 plans in 2019 and 27 plans in 2018 (21% and
16% of cities with plans), respectively. Plan quality differs
significantly between older (<mid-2015), medium-old (mid-2015
to mid-2018) and recent plans (>mid-2018), steadily and
significantly increasing from older to medium-old to recent plans,
for all three indices (Tab. 1, details provided as Supplementary
Tables 3.1–3.4).
Plan quality also improved on an annual basis, ranging from a

score of 12.91 in 2005 to 33.41 in 2020 (Fig. 3) with a peak of 44.55
in 2019. Assuming a linear relationship, the annual increase in plan
quality is significant for ADAQA-3 (R²= 0.57; F(df1, 14) = 18.41,
p < 0.001) as well as for ADAQA-1 (R²= 0.26; F(df1, 14) = 5.02,
p= 0.042), but not for ADAQA-2 (R²= 0.15; F(df1, 14) = 2.44,

Fig. 2 Map of sample cities across Europe and respective urban climate adaptation plans. For cities with adaptation plan(s): the quality of
ADAQA-3 is shown by the size of the hexagon. Colours refer to the age of the plan, i.e. the year of publication, with roughly equal cities in
each age group (dividing the total of 167 cities with adaptation plan(s) by three). Yellow depicts plans that are published before mid-2015.
Blue depicts plans that are published between mid-2015 and mid-2018. Green refers to plans that are published after mid-2018. Cities without
an adaptation plan/ plans are shown by small grey dots. Shaded countries have national legislation that requires cities to develop urban
climate adaptation plans (France, the UK, Ireland, and Denmark).
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p= 0.140), meaning that plans generally improved over time and
became more detailed and facetted within certain topics, but
were not necessarily broader in terms of the topics and sectors
they addressed (details provided as Supplementary Tables 4.1–4.6
and Supplementary Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Assuming linearity, plan
quality increased by about 1.3 points per year from 2005 to 2020.

Top ranking cities
The cities of Sofia (BG), Galway (IE), and Dublin (IE) scored highest
according to ADAQA-3. According to ADAQA-2, Sofia, Potsdam
(DE) and Galway rank highest, while based on ADAQA-1, the cities
of Sofia, Waterford (IE), and Dublin (IE) lead the ranking (see
Supplementary Table 1). With that, the cities of Galway, Sofia, and
Dublin are in the top three for at least two of the three sub-
indices. Potsdam’s plan stresses measures/ policies; while Water-
ford excels in depth and detailedness.
Notably, Galway, Dublin, and Waterford are required by the Irish

government to produce adaptation plans that included certain
features (e.g. an assessment of climate risks to the urban area),
and this contributed towards their high scores. The western port
city of Galway achieves the highest score and performs
particularly well against Principles 1 (fact base: impacts), 4
(implementation), and 6 (participation) in ADAQA-3. This illustrates
that it developed an extensive knowledge base of past, present
and future risks, detailed implementation procedures and an
inclusive approach to public participation. It also did well to take
account of vulnerable sectors in its plan, contributing towards a
score for Principle 1 that was close to the maximum. Galway
achieves the maximum score for Principle 4 because it set clear

priorities for different actions, identified responsible parties, set
out a timeline for implementation, and developed a detailed
budget. Furthermore, because it involved a wide range of
stakeholders in the plan-making process; the city scored higher
than any other under Principle 6.
The Bulgarian capital city of Sofia was in second place, scoring

significantly above average against Principles 1 (fact base:
impacts), 3 (measures), and 4 (implementation). Similar to Galway,
its plan included details of past, present, and future impacts and
risks and also considered climate impacts in several sectors. Sofia’s
plan paid particular attention to vulnerable societal groups,
scoring higher than any other city in this category. Regarding
Principle 3, the city included measures for almost every sector
except agriculture and forestry in its strategy, contributing to a
high score for measures/ policies. It also achieved the maximum
score for Principle 6 by actively involving many stakeholders in the
plan-making process.
The Irish capital Dublin was in third place, largely due to its high

scores against Principles 1 (fact base: impacts), 2 (goals), 4
(implementation), and 5 (monitoring & evaluation). Like Galway
and Sofia, it included comprehensive information about potential
climate impacts over time (Principle 1), but Dublin performed
particularly well against Principle 2 because it formulates a
number of concrete adaptation goals relating to identified risks;
moreover, it proposed assessing these adaptation goals quantita-
tively. The city’s high score against Principle 4 reflects its well-
structured description of implementation tools regarding priority,
responsibility, timeline, and budget. Finally, Dublin included
detailed monitoring and evaluation tools in its plan, which helped
it to achieve the maximum score in category 5.

Fig. 3 Scores of the plan quality index ADAQA-3 per city over time. The scores are displayed per city and year in which the adaptation plan
was published, plus averages of each year and linear trend line, 2005–2020. Each dot represents the plan/ plans in one city. The dot colours
indicate the temporal group the adaptation plan belongs to, i.e. yellow: older (before mid-2015), blue: medium-old (mid-2015 to mid-2018)
and green: recent plans (after mid-2018), with equal plans in each group. We call out the first three cities with the largest adaptation plan
quality score in each temporal group. The exact scores of each city for ADAQA-1/2/3 are provided as Supplementary Table 1.
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Adaptation plan quality principles over time
Plan quality has generally increased across all principles over time
for ADAQA-3 (Fig. 4, details provided as Supplementary Tables
5.1–5.12). Figure 4 reveals that plans are generally best in detailing
adaptation measures (50.68% of achievable points), followed by
naming adaptation goals (49.60% of achievable points) and
implementation tools & processes (45.55%). They report much less
on public participation during plan creation (16.89%) and
monitoring and evaluation (20.38%).
While plan quality has increased across all principles over time

for ADAQA-3 (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Tables 5.1–5.12) this has
not always been the case in a statistically significant way. The
increase of ‘Principle 2- adaptation goals’ from medium-old to
recent plans (ADAQA-3: p= 0.015) was statistically significant, as
was ‘Principle 5 - monitoring and evaluation’ from older to
medium-old plans (ADAQA-3: p= 0.027). Looking at ADAQA-1,
plans significantly increased in depth from older to medium-old
plans regarding fact base and monitoring and evaluation, and
from medium-old to recent plans concerning adaptation goals,
adaptation measures, and participation (Supplementary Tables
5.1–5.12). Looking at ADAQA-2, plans got significantly broader
from older to medium-old plans with regard to monitoring and
evaluation, and from medium-old to recent plans concerning
participation (Supplementary Tables 5.1–5.12). This means that
across all indices, the quality of adaptation plans increased
significantly with regard to monitoring and evaluation from older
to medium-old plans (before and after mid-2015), and regarding
participation from medium-old to recent plans (from mid-2015/
mid-2018, to after that time).
Figure 5 displays the scores of each plan principle per city,

along with the year of plan publication. Assuming a linear

relationship between annual averages and year of the plan,
regression analysis reveals a significant annual increase of plans
in Principle 2 - adaptation goals (R²= 0.26; F(df1, 14)= 4.82,
p= 0.048), Principle 3 - adaptation measures (R²= 0.55; F(df1,
14)= 19.55, p < .0.001), Principle 4 - implementation tools and
processes (R²= 0.30; F(df1, 14)= 5.90, p= 0.029), Principle 5 -
monitoring and evaluation (R²= 0.49; F(df1, 14)= 15.48,
p= 0.001), and Principle 6 - participation (R²= 0.43; F(df1,
14)= 12.12, p= 0.004; all ADAQA-3; see Supplementary Tables
6.1–6.36 for details). As regards ADAQA-1, plans got annually
significantly deeper regarding Principles 2, 5 and 6; and annually
significantly broader regarding Principles 4 and 5, as shown by
ADAQA-2 (Supplementary Tables 6.1–6.36). Therefore, Principle
5—monitoring and evaluation—is the one principle that
increased annually significantly across all index construction
methods. However, there are still cities in each principle and
each temporal group that score zero or very low.

Consistency over time
One of the central characteristics of ADAQA-3 is its focus on
consistency between identified climate risks on the one hand, and
the measures that the city plans and monitors on the other.
ADAQA-3 contains five consistency indicators testing whether the
following are aligned:

● Identified impacts/risks for the city and the city’s adaptation
goals (consistency 1),

● Identified impacts/risks for vulnerable sectors/ industries and
planned adaptation measures (consistency 2),

● Identified impacts/risks for vulnerable groups and planned
adaptation measures (consistency 3),

Fig. 4 Scores of the adaptation plan quality principles (principles I. to VI.) in ADAQA-3 per temporal group. The bar colours indicate the
temporal group the adaptation plan belongs to, i.e. yellow: older (before mid-2015), blue: medium-old (mid-2015 to mid-2018) and green:
recent plans (after mid-2018), with nearly equal plans in each group.
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● Planned adaptation measures for vulnerable groups and
monitoring/ evaluation processes (consistency 4), and

● Identified impacts/risks for vulnerable groups and participa-
tion in plan creation (consistency 5).

On average, consistency in ADAQA-3 improved slightly over
time, mostly from medium-old to recent plans (Fig. 6f). In
particular, the alignment of impacts/risks with adaptation goals
(consistency 1), and of vulnerable sectors/ industries with
adaptation measures (consistency 2) increased over time. Also,
the alignment of impacts/risks for vulnerable groups and
participation (consistency 5) and the alignment of adaptation

measures with a focus on vulnerable groups and monitoring &
evaluation (consistency 4) improved, although they remain
generally low. However, plans became less aligned concerning
the impacts/risks they mention for vulnerable groups and their
adaptation measures (consistency 3); i.e. earlier plans were more
consistent against this indicator. We see that the plans in our
sample refer most frequently to ‘infants, kids, young people’, ‘the
poor, including low socio-economic status’, ‘the elderly’ and ‘sick
people and those in hospitals/care institutions’ when referring to
vulnerable groups.
In relation to individual consistency indicators:

Fig. 5 Scores of the adaptation plan quality principles (principles I to VI) in ADAQA-3 per city over time. The scores and the annual
averages of the six plan quality principles (see Fig. 1) for individual cities over time. a The individual scores for fact base, b for goals, c for
measures, d for implementation, e for monitoring and evaluation, f for participation. Each dot represents the plan/plans in one city. The dot
colours indicate the temporal group the adaptation plan belongs to, i.e. yellow: older (prior mid-2015), blue: medium-old (mid-2015 to mid-
2018) and green: recent plans (after mid-2018), with equal plans in each group.
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Fig. 6 Scores of the consistency measures (consistency 1 to 5) in ADAQA-3 across temporal groups. The 5 measures of consistency used in
ADAQA-3 (a–e), and the average of all 5 consistency measures across temporal groups in (f). Checking for consistency includes, for examples,
comparing the alignment between impacts/risks mentioned in the impact section and those impacts/risks addressed via adaptation goals
(consistency 1), or between impacts/risks mentioned for vulnerable sectors/industries and adaptation measures (consistency 2), or between
impacts/ risks mentioned for vulnerable groups and those addressed via adaptation measures (consistency 3), or between vulnerable groups
targeted by adaptation measures and the involvement of these groups in monitoring and evaluation (consistency 4), or between impacts/
risks mentioned for vulnerable groups and the involvement of these groups in plan creation (participation) (consistency 5). The bar colours
indicate the temporal group in which the adaptation plan was published, i.e. yellow: older (prior mid-2015), blue: medium-old (mid-2015 to
mid-2018) and green: recent plans (after mid-2018) with nearly equal plans in each group.
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● Consistency 1 - Alignment of impacts/risks and adaptation
goals (Fig. 6a): In total 152 cities (91%) included information
on particular impacts/risks on their jurisdiction in their plans.
On average, 3.8 impacts/ risks (SD= 1.8) were mentioned in
the impact/ risk section, with urban temperature (#140; 83%)
and precipitation variation (#138; 83%) most common. Land-
slides (#32; 19%) and coastal flooding (#50; 30%) were
mentioned least often. Adaptation goals specific to impacts/
risks were mentioned by 120 (72 %) of cities, with an average
of 2.2 impacts/risks (SD= 1.9) per plan. Hence substantially
fewer goals addressing impacts/risks were set than impacts/
risks mentioned. Inland flooding was targeted most often in
the section on goals (#86; 51%), followed by urban
temperature (#79; 47%) and precipitation variation (#79;
47%). The performance of our top-ranking cities is diverse:
Potsdam scores lowest (score 0); there is no alignment
between impacts/ risks and goals. Galway and Dublin are
partly aligned (scores of 2.9 and 2.5, respectively); while
Waterford’s plan is highly aligned (maximum score of 5.0).

● Consistency 2 - Alignment of vulnerable sectors/ industries
and adaptation measures (Fig. 6b): About 80% (#133 of 167) of
the plans mentioned vulnerable sectors or industries, topped
by the building (#88; 53%) and water sector (#87; 52%),
followed by transport (#84; 50%) and health (#77; 46%). Of the
sectors listed in our survey, social institutions and services
(#28; 17%), civil protection (#30; 18%) and waste (#31; 19%)
were mentioned least often. However, the picture is slightly
different when it comes to the sectors in which measures are
planned. Top of the list here was environment, greenery, and
biodiversity (#147; 88%), followed by the water (#141; 84%)
and building sectors (#129; 77%). The fewest measures are
planned in the tourism sector (#39; 23% of plans). We note,
however, that planned measures are not only effective in the
sector they are implemented. In our top-ranking cities, all
plans are highly aligned in terms of vulnerable sectors/
industries and adaptation measures (scores of 5 for Potsdam
and Sofia; score of 4.5 for Galway, Waterford, and Dublin).

● Consistency 3 and 5 - Alignment of impacts/risks for vulnerable
groups with corresponding adaptation measures (Fig. 6c), and
with participation (Fig. 6d): Two-thirds of plans (#111; 67%)
mentioned impacts/risks for vulnerable groups, while fewer than
half include respective adaptation measures (#74; 44%). The
elderly and infants are mentioned most often, both when it
comes to impacts (elderly: #76; 46%; infants: #57; 34%) as well as
planned adaptation measures (elderly: #49; 29%; infants: #35;
21%). Only 5% of plans (#9) include vulnerable groups in their
participation strategy, mostly children (#3; 2%). Among the five
top-ranking cities, Galway, Waterford and Sofia have high scores
for consistency #3 (maximum of 5); while for consistency #5 the
only city with maximum scores is Galway. Galway was the only
city to mention that vulnerable groups were involved in the plan
making process.

● Consistency 4 - Alignment of adaptation measures for vulnerable
groups and monitoring and evaluation (Fig. 6e): While about
44% of plans (#74) included measures that target particular
vulnerable groups, only 7% of plans (#12) also included these
groups in the monitoring and evaluation processes. With most
measures currently planned for the elderly (#49; 29%) and infants
(#35; 21%), the poor are often part of monitoring and evaluation,
although at a negligible rate (#3; 2%). In general, it is extremely
rare that vulnerable groups are included in monitoring and
evaluation. Even in the list of top-ranking cities there is only one
case, Galway.

Overall, adaptation plans get better in aligning goals with
impacts/risks (Fig. 6a), but this is still not done comprehensively. In
addition, plans focus more on impacts/risks of vulnerable sectors/
industries (Fig. 6b), than on the needs of vulnerable groups of

citizens (Fig. 6c). Also, the consistency between impacts/risks and
adaptation measures is larger for vulnerable sectors/ industries
than for vulnerable social groups. Moreover, vulnerable groups are
rarely involved in participation processes (Fig. 6d) and the vast
majority of plans make no mention of monitoring & evaluation to
address their specific needs (Fig. 6e).

Climate Change Adaptation Scoring tool: Online tool
calculating ‘ADAptation plan Quality Assessment’ (ADAQA)
indices
In order to promote open science and good practices, the heuristics
proposed in this study are available as an online tool. Any
municipality, region, other sub-national or non-state actor as well
as national governments can assess the quality of its adaptation
planning process and related documents via our indices. The tool is
able to calculate all three indices ADAQA-1/ 2/ 3 and allows
comparison with other localities, either inside or outside our city
sample. It is available at: https://www.lcp-initiative.eu/. Further
details are given as Supplementary Notes 1.

DISCUSSION
In the absence of comparable, globally available indicators of
adaptation and its outcomes17, a plan quality evaluation frame-
work is a valuable proxy indicator—assuming good plans are
necessary, though certainly not sufficient, for successful advances
in adaptation implementation. Quality assessments of climate
adaptation plans and policies should be included in the portfolio
of adaptation evaluations regarding success and effectiveness,
such as the Global Stocktake of the Paris Agreement in 2023 and
related adaptation monitoring and tracking procedures.
Although plan evaluation techniques have been created to

harmonize and compare plans intending to manage similar
domains or sectors, urban adaptation planning should also be
context-specific, and thus require a specific evaluation framework
to recognize that. What is important, and what is not, will depend
on the climate action priorities and context-specific vulnerabilities,
as well as on the planning culture, legal framework and local
administration competences in each city, and its geographical
context. Inappropriately planning for climate threats could entail
as many risks as the climate impacts themselves17. Adaptation
plans need to identify and set out how to coherently address
specific climate threats. In this study, we identify critical planning
components and use them to evaluate the quality and progress of
urban adaptation planning in European cities, hypothesizing that
these cities are improving and preparing better plans over time.
Based on six well-established principles of plan quality and

consistency measures, we developed the ADAQA index and its
three related sub-indices to calculate the adaptation plan quality
for a representative sample of 327 large and medium-sized cities
across the EU-28, half of which had adaptation plans, and to
assess their development over time. With the most elaborate
index (ADAQA-3) focusing on consistency of plan content, in
particular regarding climate risk assessment, vulnerability and
equity/justice considerations14,42, we found that the average
adaptation plan in a European city attained around one-third of
the total possible quality score. On average, plans covered half of
the possible scores regarding adaptation measures and adapta-
tion goals, and a little less (45% of attainable score) regarding
implementation tools and processes. We found particularly little
information on public participation in plan creation (17% of
attainable score) and monitoring and evaluation (20% of
attainable score) in our city sample.
European adaptation plans have steadily improved in quality

over time (across all sub-indices), both in total per year and across
the three nearly equally-split temporal groups (<mid-2015,
mid-2015 to mid-2018, >mid-2018), therefore confirming our
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hypothesis. Plan quality increased by about 1.3 points per year
from 2005 to 2020, assuming a linear progression. We suggest
that collective learning36 through parallel and sequential peer-to-
peer transfer of knowledge and capacity building, in particular
through national guidelines, transnational networks and science-
policy collaborations play a crucial part in this process. The fact
that three Irish cities are ranked in the top five of our sample
supports this assumption. In this context, regional, national and
international organizations have sought to harmonize urban
adaptation planning through guidelines and manuals, including
the ISO/TS 14092:2020: Adaptation to climate change—Require-
ments and guidance on adaptation planning for local govern-
ments and communities43.
However, the quality has not evenly increased for every

principle. It was significant for monitoring and evaluation (from
the older to medium-old plans, i.e. before and after mid-2015),
and public participation (from medium-old to recent plans, i.e.
from mid-2015 to mid-2018, to after that time). However, although
cities are involving the public more in developing plans recently,
and are undertaking more monitoring and evaluation over time,
both remain on a very low level.
Consistency between identified risks and planned adaptation

measures and actions is a crucial factor for the overall quality of
urban adaptation plans. Consistency increased slightly over time,
mostly from medium-old to recent plans and in particular with
relation to the alignment of impacts/risks with adaptation goals
(consistency 1), and of vulnerable sectors/industries with adapta-
tion measures (consistency 2). The plans’ consistency declined
regarding the alignment of impacts/risks for vulnerable groups
and related measures (consistency 3). Therefore, plans focus more
on the impacts/risks for vulnerable sectors/ industries than on the
needs of vulnerable groups of citizens. Although the focus on
vulnerable industries may indirectly benefit vulnerable social
groups, this is not recognized across plans. As evidence of this,
while about 45% of plans included measures that target specific
vulnerable groups, only 5% of plans include them in their
participation strategy (consistency 5), and only 7% include the
respective vulnerable groups in the monitoring and evaluation
processes (consistency 4). The calculated consistency scores
remained very low over time, in particular with regard to public
participation of vulnerable groups and their involvement in
monitoring and evaluation.
Our study is limited by the reliability of data collected by a large

group of people speaking different languages and working in
different scientific and socio-political contexts. Although our
questionnaire to evaluate the plans consisted mainly of closed
questions to avoid inconsistencies, we still found some questions
particularly difficult that may explain outliers across the submitted
forms. For example, some cities may have scored higher against
certain principles than others, because they are more exposed to
particular climate risks such as coastal flooding, forest fires, or
landslides. Similarly, our analysis does not account for local
demographics (e.g. a higher or lower proportion of older people
could lead to proportionally more or less attention paid to the
vulnerabilities of the elderly) or economy (the presence of
industries that are more or less susceptible to climate risks could
shape urban adaptation planning accordingly). Finally, since urban
climate adaptation planning in the EU is a highly dynamic process,
keeping our database up-to-date was a recurrent challenge.
Therefore, our results should be regarded as a snapshot of the
state of progress of urban climate adaptation planning in the EU
until early 2020.
We found that collective learning on good adaptation planning

is taking place, but also that plan quality as measured by our
ADAQA indices was still very low across our sampled cities. The
average adaptation plan records just about one-third of the total
possible quality score, with Galway in Ireland attaining the highest
mark of 67 (of 100). Our analysis shows room for improvement in

European urban adaptation planning, in particular with regard to
consistency in plans, the follow-up of measures, and the
involvement of vulnerable groups. To help evaluate the quality
of plans and policies and promote learning, we suggest
incorporating our ADAQA indices into the portfolio of adaptation
progress assessments and tracking methodologies.
Our study did not set out to prove that higher-quality plans

result in better implementation; that is a matter for further
research. Assuming this relationship exists for adaptation (in the
same way as in other sectors according to plan quality literature),
our findings have significant relevance for scholars, practitioners
and decision-makers working in the area of urban climate
adaptation. In particular, our adaptation quality indices allow us
to rate the individual performance of cities, thereby providing a
knowledge base of the individual state and quality of adaptation
planning in cities across the globe. Furthermore, our study enables
us to learn from progress within and across cities and plans, now
and over time. What is more important, is the selection of
components that, based on specialized adaptation planning
literature, are combined and used to track the quality of urban
adaptation plans. For example, by applying and comparing the
indices, we can foresee a series of improvements for the next
generation of plans and attempt to identify a series of enablers
that could fast-track such improvements. This might include
guidance on using risk information for adaptation actions;
formulating crisp and quantitative adaptation goals; and incorpor-
ating justice and equity considerations in adaptation planning and
monitoring. We can prompt governments and agencies to provide
resources to cities to acquire these capacities. The ADAQA indices
can therefore serve as a benchmark to facilitate learning, and to
draw scientific conclusions and policy recommendations. The
accessibility of the online tool and the self-assessment option is
also a good opportunity to provide science-policy arenas for
knowledge transfer and collective learning.

METHODS
Methodology and framework
In meta-analyses of plan evaluation studies, Berke and God-
schalk38 and Lyles and Stevens37 identified six principles
commonly used for plan evaluation: (1) goals, (2) fact base, (3)
policies, (4) public participation in plan creation, (5) interorganiza-
tional coordination, and (6) details regarding implementation and
monitoring26. These six principles are increasingly viewed as
‘standard’ principles for plan evaluation39 and are considered to
be applicable across planning domains and scales (e.g., local,
regional and national/federal37).
Principles of plan evaluation are derived from and partly

aligned with stylized adaptation planning and implementation
frameworks (Climate adaptation strategy development pro-
cess;44,45 European Environment Agency (EEA) Adaptation Sup-
port Tool;46 Knowledge to Action (KTA) Framework47 with
integration of guideline adaptation; CAN-IMPLEMENT;48 Climate-
change adaptation and risk management process of the IPCC;49

Integrated urban climate change planning47,48). Across the
literature, stylized adaptation frameworks/ processes slightly
differ in their level of detail and focus on different stages and
sub-stages. However, they all picture a decision cycle (sometimes
with sub-cycles49) that roughly lays out the main steps of an ideal
adaptation planning and implementation process, corresponding
to a sequence of steps where planners are thought to review
existing and future climate and weather conditions, formulate
goals, identify potential strategies to achieve the goals, analyze
costs, effectiveness, synergies and trade-offs between goals, and
then select the optimal set of strategies for implementation,
before moving on the monitoring and evaluation. By picturing an
idealized adaptation process, these frameworks are assumed to
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be good guides for assessing the quality—i.e. strength and
weaknesses—of urban adaptation plans26.
In order to account for the state of the art, we use an updated

form of the principles compared to those given in Lyles and
Stevens37 and Berke and Gottschalk38, dropping the principle of
interorganizational coordination and stressing the need for more
information on implementation50, monitoring, evaluation and
learning46, as done in Woodruff and Stults26. Assessing inter-
organizational coordination would also be difficult based on plans
and policies in European cities. Additionally, we add aspects of
procedural justice, i.e. participation of vulnerable groups in plan
creation as well as aspects of distributional justice, i.e. vulnerable
groups mentioned as part of establishing the fact base, adopting
policies & measures, and monitoring & evaluation. Figure 1 shows
a stylized adaptation process and related plan quality principles,
as used in this study. These principles and related indicators are
summarized in the ADAptation plan Quality Assessment (ADAQA)
indices that can be used to assess the change of plan quality over
time and space (see section on Plan Quality Index further down).
Cities are the unit of analysis (in contrast to rural areas) as

climate change planning is associated with the size and the density
of a community51,52. We concentrate on European cities because
their need for adaptation—many European cities are characterized
by severe impacts and risks21,53,54—and the diversity of adaptation
policies and plans available on the national50 and local level55. Also,
the availability of a representative, uniform sample of cities and city
characteristics allow comparison. We also rely on an established
network of European researchers (https://www.lcp-initiative.eu)
who are able to speak all former EU-28 (EU-27 + the United
Kingdom) languages in a fully proficient way and have extensive
knowledge of the related local, regional and national climate
policies of their analyzed cities.

Data collection
City sample: We base the analysis on a representative sample of
327 cities across the former 28 European Union (EU) member
states (EU-27 plus the United Kingdom) (EU, 2011). The selected
cities are part of the Urban Audit (UA), a Europe-wide initiative for
statistical monitoring of major European cities since 2003. The UA
regularly collects secondary statistics according to a common
protocol from national statistical offices in order to observe the
development of cities and their functional urban areas (as defined
by the European Commission) on their demographic, social,
economic, environmental and cultural development. The UA
database thus provides reliable and internationally comparable
information on cities for the purposes of regional and urban
planning, prosperity and sustainable development.
The UA cities were selected by the European Commission,

Eurostat and the national statistical offices based on the following
criteria:56 (i) approximately 20% of the population is covered in
each country; (ii) national capitals and, where possible, regional
capitals are included; (iii) large (more than 250,000 people) and
medium-sized urban areas (roughly 50,000 and maximum
250,000 population) are to be included; and (iv) urban areas
should be geographically dispersed within countries. The UA
cities are therefore a balanced and regionally representative
sample of cities in Europe.
We analyze all UA core cities of the former 28 European

countries. Authors have worked in and are familiar with the
language and respective urban and climate policies. However, as
cities are developing, the UA selection of cities is changing.
Slightly different groups of cities per country could be included
in different data collection periods. We use this sample (see SI),
to allow comparison with previous publications using the exact
same city sample9.
Urban climate (change) adaptation plans: Cities and other local

municipalities develop a range of plans and policies that address

multiple sectors, topics and jurisdictions55, leading to various
forms of local climate plans or policies6. Therefore, inclusion and
exclusion criteria have to be set up that allow selecting a uniform
sample of plans across the selected cities and countries (EU-28).
Based on Reckien et al. 6,55 we use Type-A 1/2/3 Local Climate

Change Adaptation Plans (plans that are dedicated to addres-
sing climate issues, as single adaptation plans or joint
adaptation-mitigation plans) and Type B plans (broader plans
dedicated to resilience and sustainability). For our definition of
Type-A and Type-B local climate change adaptation plans, we
adapted the approach of Woodruff & Stults26 slightly, by
including plans in which (1) the central topic of the plan is
climate change adaptation, climate resilience, climate prepared-
ness and/or sustainability; (2) the plan is written by or for an
entire local community/ municipality (not only for parts of it); (3)
the plan took a comprehensive approach to adaptation/
resilience/sustainability by focusing on more than just one or
two topics or adaptation sectors (that is, we exclude sector-
based adaptation plans).
This definition excludes heatwave plans (as single documents),

flood plans (as single documents) (both Type C, as defined in
Reckien6,55, plans on municipal operations (Type D) as well as
municipal emergency and civil protection plans (both Type E).
However, we use all related and relevant documentation
regarding adaptation to answer the questionnaire (see DAN-
SEASY57). Sometimes, an adaptation strategy, an action plan, an
implementation plan, and/or a monitoring plan exist (whereas,
e.g., only the strategy or the action plan might be formally
adopted by the local council/ municipality). In such cases we code
and analyze the information in all related documents. We also
used other relevant adaptation information listed on the
respective municipal websites. All extracted data, including names
and websites of plans, secondary statistics, and extracted data of
plans are available as a Datafile on DANSEASY57. All coded and
analyzed plans are available as .pdfs upon request.
We analyze all climate adaptation plans within the UA core

cities of the former 28 European countries. If updates were
available we analyzed the last updated plans.
Coding for plan quality topics, indicators and index: As

mentioned above this study uses plan quality principles that
are aligned with the idealized adaptation planning and imple-
mentation process, slightly modified from Woodruff and Stults26

(see Fig. 1). Table 1 shows the plan quality principles used in this
study, compares them with those in Woodruff and Stults26, and
details out the related indicators (i.e. questions to each quality
principle and related response options). The latter are used to
form an index that allows to grade the quality of plans, using the
binary response options as an input to a composite index.
The questions posed for each plan quality principle and in

particular their response options (Supplementary Methods 1,
columns 3 and 4) are based on the scholarly literature and
practitioner guidelines, such as: the European Environment
Agency’s Adaptation Support Tool46, together with the coded
impacts as identified in Araos et al. 5, after Revi et al. 58 In addition:

● Fact base and the adaptation policies, sectors and systems
come from Araos et al. 5, complemented only by measures in
the sectors of Food & Agricultural and Waste management,

● Adaptation measures: Additional input comes from Connell
et al. 59, Guyadeen60, and Austin et al. 61.

● Besides those established plan quality topics and indicators,
aspects of equity and justice are included where appropriate
across the evaluation scheme. This is a consequential addition
respecting that equity dimensions are increasingly recognized
as important for adaptation policy62.

In general, response options are in the form of a binary value
(yes/no; 0/1) (Supplementary Methods 1, column 5), but these can
relate to the general, overarching question (plan topic and
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indicators) or to more detailed examples to an overarching
question. For example, to question ‘4.2 Transport: Does the plan
include at least one measure on transportation and, if yes, which
ones?’ (Supplementary Methods 1, column 3) there is the
possibility to choose between ‘None - Public transport –
Bicycle-oriented development – Pedestrian-oriented develop-
ment – Other’ (Supplementary Methods 1, column 4) and indicate
each by a binary score, while for the question ‘4.5 Waste: Does the
plan include at least one measure on waste management?’
there is just the possibility to globally answer yes/ no. The
response options and their details are based on the scholarly
literature and assumed to cover and represent the currently most
prominent adaptation characteristics in Europe. Depending on
the ADAQA index, each response option contributes differently to
the overall score (Supplementary Fig. 1).
We coded for the plan quality topics and indicators presented

as Supplementary Methods 1 as well as for general information of
the adaptation plans and their governance context, e.g. the type
of plan6; the year of adoption, publication, or approval of the plan;
the availability of a national adaptation framework/policy; the
availability of previous plans; web location, and others57.
The questionnaire was reviewed by all members of the team

and subsequently piloted using 20 plans from five different
European countries. A number of issues with interpretation
and understanding across various cultural contexts could be
identified through the pilots and subsequently erased for the
final study.
Content analysis: Content analysis is commonly used for plan

evaluation studies involving the systematic reading of a body of
text, images and symbolic matter63. Using content analysis
researchers can determine the presence of certain words or
concepts within text as well as quantify and analyze the presence,
meanings and relationships of such certain words or concepts.
Generally, there are two types of content analysis used in
qualitative research: conceptual analysis and relational analysis.
‘Conceptual analysis determines the existence and frequency of
concepts in a text. Relational analysis develops the conceptual
analysis further by examining the relationships among concepts in
a text’64. Here, we use conceptual analysis looking for the existence
of certain words, terms and concepts in the documents.
Columbia University64 lists eight general steps for conducting a

conceptual analysis. The first six steps involve important decisions
before the actual coding can begin. Supplementary Methods 2
gives an overview of these steps and which decision has been
made for the content analysis in this study.
Reliability and Validity: Reliability (consistency of measurement):

When teams of analysts code information based on a common
evaluation scheme or coding system, interrater reliability can be
an issue, i.e. that coders code the same information in different
forms. Because of the human nature of researchers, coding errors
can never be eliminated but only minimized. Three criteria
comprise the reliability of a content analysis:64 (1) stability: the
tendency for coders to consistently re-code the same data in the
same way over a specific period of time; (2) reproducibility:
tendency for a group of coders to classify categories membership
in the same way; (3) accuracy: extent to which the classification of
text statistically corresponds to a standard or norm.
Validity (accuracy of the measurement): Validity of a content

analysis can relate to three aspects:64 (1) Closeness of categories;
(2) Conclusions drawn; and 3) Generalizability of the results to a
theory. In our study, potential issues regarding (1) need to be
checked. In order to minimize the risk of validity issues under (1)
we used multiple classifiers (multiple choice questions) and
included a field for additional information. We also gave examples
for each category.Ta
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Data cleaning
Interrater reliability can be an issue with our data, having involved
36 people in coding overall. To check interrater reliability, we re-
checked one topic (V. Monitoring and Evaluation). To do so, one
team member who was not involved in the original coding, re-
coded all the data entries for V. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E),
while additionally separating questions that could be separated into
multiple codes. This resulted in a deviation of 15 data points, i.e. 15
coded entries of 167 data points in total (167 cities with an urban
adaptation plan) had to be corrected. This translates into a reliability
of 91%, which is a good outcome. Generally, 80% is an acceptable
margin for reliability64. We did not re-check other data entries.
However, during data cleaning we realized some potential

issues with the closeness of the categories. Decisions are reported
as Supplementary Methods 3.
We do not see issues with other questions than those that have

been mentioned and hence corrected. Nevertheless, issues of
closeness cannot be ruled out completely, and a code book with
definitions of each explicit variable with synonyms is a relevant
step forward.
Finally, a number of columns and cases were cross-checked by

other author(s), which include the data on M&E (all topics/
questions, all cities), the time data (year and month of publication,
adoption, approval, enforcement start, enforcement end of all
plans), and all data of the cities of Ireland.
Regarding the temporal dimension: Each plan in the sample

corresponds to a particular year (of publication, adoption, and/ or
enforcement start, enforcement end). Based on that, plans are
grouped into three temporal clusters of older (<mid-2015),
medium-old (mid-2015 to mid-2018) and recent plans (>mid-
2018) using the following rationales:

1. We identified time based on the publication, adoption,
enforcement start, enforcement end date of plans.

2. If all of these dates were available, we choose the year of
publication to determine the cluster, because it is closest to
the actual production/ development of the plan.

3. If any of the dates were missing, we used the first available
date in the given order: publication, adoption, and/ or
enforcement start, enforcement end.

4. In cities where more than one plan was available, we used
the date of the plan where most of the information on
adaptation measures was documented, as most plans
currently focus on these aspects; hence, our index and
questionnaire are also stressing the options and measures
taken and their implementation.

5. Based on the temporal information, plans were clustered in
groups of nearly equal sample size (55 cities in the first, and
56 cities each in the latter groups). This demanded the
separation of plans published/adopted in 2015 and 2018 to
be grouped either into group 1 or 2, and 2 or 3. To aid the
separation we used months of publication/ adoption where
available. If the month of the plan was not available, plans
were randomly grouped into the one or other group, i.e., if
we have 4 plans in 2015 without a month, we randomly
grouped 2 into group1 and 2 into group 2.

Data processing
Index construction rationale: We create the urban ADAptation
plan Quality Assessment index (ADAQA), based on six well-
established principles identified across specialized literature (fact
base; goals; policies; implementation; monitoring & evaluation of
measures; and societal participation)7,26,33,37–40. However, as the
calculation of index scores can be done in multiple ways, we
develop three different indices (see Method Fig. 1):

● ADAQA-1 is calculated by allocating one point per response
option—representing depth and detailedness.

● ADAQA-2 is calculated by allocating one point per question in
the questionnaire (see Method Fig. 1), focussing on breadth,
particularly adaptation measures (the principle with largest
number of questions).

● ADAQA-3 uses complex heuristics and our expert judge-
ment26,40, stressing the need for consistency between
different parts of the plan and considerations of equity and
justice, i.e. the focus on and participation of vulnerable groups
in plan creation and monitoring and evaluation. ADAQA-3 is
calculated by the premises that:

J plan quality is higher if there is consistency between:
■ identified impacts/risks and adaptation goals (con-

sistency 1),
■ vulnerable sectors/ industries and planned adapta-

tion measures (consistency 2),
■ the impacts/risks of vulnerable groups and planned

adaptation measures (consistency 3),
■ planned adaptation measures for vulnerable groups

and monitoring and evaluation (consistency 4), and
■ impacts/risk for vulnerable groups and participation

(consistency 5).
J scores within each principle are allocated according to

relevance (e.g. past, present and future risk each getting 1
point), and representation of topics (each topic yielding a
maximum of 5–6.5 points; asymptotic increase of points
for questions with large number of response options);

J scores given for each principle should be equal (1/6 of the
total score; i.e. 16.6% for each of the six plan quality
principles; see Supplementary Fig. 1 for details).

Data analysis
We developed a database of the characteristics of the 327
representative cities of the (former) EU-28 along with the coded
information of their adaptation policies and plans, using the
structure of a stylized planning process. This database and the
underlying policies can be regarded as the latest, most-up-to-date
and most comprehensive information on urban climate planning
in cities across Europe. Because our cities are considered a
representative sample of European cities as regards population
size, geographic spread and political significance, but also because
we have been collecting data according to a similar protocol, we
assume that the database is the best currently available knowl-
edge on urban climate adaptation policy in Europe.
We analyse data per city. We do not analyse information per

adaptation plan.
We employ:

● Descriptive statistics to explore the state and quality of
adaptation planning;

● Linear regression to unearth a potential statistical relationship
between average of plan quality per year across years 2005
and 2020 (interpolating for the years 2006 and 2007),

● One-way ANOVA with Tukey Kramer Multiple Comparison
Post-Hoc tests to determine a statistical difference of plan
quality across groups of older, medium-old, and recent plans.

Statistical significance is based on critical values of studentized
range Q with an alpha=0.05 and a number of group k= 3.

● All hypothesis tests (linear regression and ANOVA) are two-sided.

We used IBM SPSS Statistics, Version: 28.0.1.0 (142) for data
analysis.
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Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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